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Welcome aboard! As you step inside your A350, you are
Welcome aboard! As you step inside your A350, you are
greeted by a friendly ambiance that meets your personal
greeted by a friendly ambiance that meets your personal
taste and lets you rediscover flying. This is your very own
taste and lets you rediscover flying. This is your very own
private space, where you can truly relax. Free from any
private space, where you can truly relax. Free from any
constraints, simply enjoy the company of your family and
constraints, simply enjoy the company of your family and
friends. Let the world go by as you fly miles high in peace
friends. Let the world go by as you fly miles high in peace
and comfort.
and comfort.
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Traveling a lot sometimes feels like the aircraft is your
Traveling a lot sometimes feels like the aircraft is your
second home. We want it to become your favorite one, so
second home. We want it to become your favorite one, so
we make sure that you have everything you need to help
we make sure that you have everything you need to help
you relax. How about a personal spa above the clouds?
you relax. How about a personal spa above the clouds?
A host of features is waiting to boost your well-being.
A host of features is waiting to boost your well-being.
This room invites you to take a deep breath and unwind.
This room invites you to take a deep breath and unwind.
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The cabin’s open-plan architecture and amenities
create a bright and cozy setting that invites you to indulge
The cabin’s open-plan architecture and amenities
in life’s pleasures: fresh cooking, a family dinner served
create a bright and cozy setting that invites you to indulge
at a generous table, great conversations, kids playing and
in life’s pleasures: fresh cooking, a family dinner served
media entertainment of any kind on an extra-wide screen.
at a generous table, great conversations, kids playing and
A multi-functional and flexible cabin awaits you, providing
media entertainment of any kind on an extra-wide screen.
luxuriant space for you to enjoy quality time with family and
A multi-functional and flexible cabin awaits you, providing
friends or relax any way you want.
luxuriant space for you to enjoy quality time with family and
friends or relax any way you want.
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The room with the highest level of privacy, this is your
The room with the highest level of privacy, this is your
personal hideaway for peaceful dreams and relaxing
personal hideaway for peaceful dreams and relaxing
sleep. Together with a lavish ensuite bathroom, the
sleep. Together with a lavish ensuite bathroom, the
exclusive sleeping area is located in the forward, most
exclusive sleeping area is located in the forward, most
quiet cabin section. Expect to arrive at your destination
quiet cabin section. Expect to arrive at your destination
more relaxed than when you started your trip. Have a
more relaxed than when you started your trip. Have a
good night and an even better morning!
good night and an even better morning!
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"An innovative design to meet the demands of our customers: privacy for valuable family time, connectivity
in regard to all communication channels and a comprehensive approach toward health and well-being."
Michael Reichenecker, Aircraft Interior Architect

Dining

Live Cooking

Guest Rooms

Spa & Workout

Because you deserve the best
Every home needs constant upkeep to maintain its welcoming atmosphere – and so does
your aircraft. That’s why we don’t save the best for last. The best support is the one you
don’t even notice. One you can always rely on – no matter what, no matter where.
So, just as you embrace every moment on board of your A350, we welcome your precious
plane in our world of uncompromising and meticulous technical and operational support.

Feel at home with Lufthansa Technik.

Lufthansa Technik AG
Weg beim Jäger 193
22335 Hamburg
Germany
lufthansa-technik.com

